
TiffPrep 
Batch Tiff Preparation and PDF Conversion Program 

for use with DocuPage, DocuPage Pro, or other data capture software 

Prepare batches of multi-page Tiff image 
files for use with other applications.  TiffPrep 
is the perfect tool to use with DocuPage to 
manage a large number of documents that 
you need to scan and upload to DocuShare.  
Don’t bother with scanning each document 
separately or inserting blank separator 
pages.  TiffPrep lets you view your pages as 
you split them all apart as single page files 
or you can determine where you want them 
split when the number of pages per 
document varies from one to the next.  If 
you scan in mixed orientation pages, 
TiffPrep lets you rotate them left or right or 
flip them over.  You can eliminate blank or 
other unnecessary pages you don’t want to 
keep. 

Once you’ve finished rotating pages, setting 
the split point for your documents, and 
adding the pages you want, click the Split 
Master File button to generate a new set of 
Tiff files or check the PDF box to output 
Acrobat PDFs instead.  TiffPrep is simple, 
but unique.  We believe you’ll like its 
interface and functionality.  Use it to process 
documents to upload with DocuPage Pro or 
to batch convert to Word, Excel, and other 
formats using ABBYY FineReader.  
Download a fully functioning 15 day trial and 
see how it saves you time in processing 
your scanned documents. 

TiffPrep is easy and affordable. Criteria First 
also carries other document imaging 
software such as our own DocuPage Pro 
along with ABBYY FlexiCapture and Nuance 
PaperPort Pro for use in conjunction with 
Xerox DocuShare. Call us for guidance with 
your collaborative document management 
and archiving needs. 

TiffPrep … 

 Splits multi-page Tiffs by page or wherever you determine the new document begins 

 Outputs CCITT3, CCITT4, LZW, RLE, and uncompressed Tiffs and PDFs 

 Add and remove pages for each document within your file 

 Sets required filename pattern when saving files, if desired. 

Download  the 15 day trial for TiffPrep for Windows.  Once you see how versatile and cost-effective 
TiffPrep can be for you, call us for pricing based on the number of licenses you need.  
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